
BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT

Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) is a racially selective programme launched by the South African government to
redress the inequalities of Apartheid by.

Empower rural and local communities by enabling their access to economic activities, land, infrastructure,
ownership and skills. See Using Brand South Africa material. However, nearly fourteen years since BBBEE
was put into place, there is still much to be desired in the empowerment of the historically marginalised, and
this is seen in the high levels of inequality in the country. With the high quality of their tea being recognised,
over a few years the cooperatives were able to grow and set up post-harvest processing facilities and sell
directly to buyers. Due to the nature of the preferential procurement element, a customer may prefer to procure
from an entity with a low overall BEE score but high Black people and Black women ownership as that
supplier will provide the customer with more preferential procurement points towards its own BEE score than
a supplier with low Black ownership but a higher BEE score. The Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa, , provides all people in South Africa the right to equality and fulfils the formal element of equality by
creating a basis for equal treatment. BEE objectives Through its BEE policy, the government aims to achieve
the following objectives: Empower more black people to own and manage enterprises. Smallholder farms in
South Africa, such as the one pictured, tend not gain much benefit from the Broad-Based Black Empowerment
Programme. Certain organs of state have also been known to set minimum BEE criteria relating to Black
ownership or BEE ratings before potential bidders may qualify to even submit bids. The failure of the system
has been glaringly visible through the uptake of BBBEE mandates by alternative production routes like Fair
Trade. Based on public and stakeholder comments, the final codes were adjusted and gazetted. The new Codes
have increased the effort of compliance, by introducing priority elements; Ownership, Skills Development and
Enterprise Development. For the workers, the land reform imperatives of the BBBEE have been lacking, as
land is not directly transferred to workers. The certification of their tea as Fair Trade overlapped with an
increasing global demand for Rooibos. Why does a company need a BEE rating? Companies are also
encouraged to apply the codes in their interactions with one another, since preferential procurement will affect
most private companies throughout the supply chain. Smallholder farmers are clearly being disadvantaged;
these farmers lack the land, equipment and the skills to compete with large estates, problems aggravated by a
changing climate. The commercial imperatives of Fair Trade and the market mechanisms inherent in the
implementation of BBBEE seem to be clashing with their transformative agendas, distorting their original
aspirations. In addition, entities in certain industries may be asked to indicate their transformation initiatives
which can be different to a BEE score in terms of the BEE Codes in order to obtain concessions to, for
example, export. Nor does it aim to take wealth from one group and give it to another. Enterprises may be
rated based on various scorecards, however only the following have been gazetted as of February [9] Generic
Broad Based Scorecard. The first phase of the codes encourages all entities, public and private, to implement
proper BEE initiatives through the issuing of licences, concessions, sale of assets and preferential
procurement. Workers are barely given the power to cash in their shares due to declarations and rules set by
estates. For example, in terms of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act, an entity must have
26 per cent Black ownership in order to be issued with a mining right. Whilst these obligations do not bind the
suppliers themselves, suppliers should ensure that they have appropriate corporate structures so that they are
commercially attractive suppliers to mining companies. Foreign multinationals can submit proposals for
Equity Equivalent Programmes to the Department of Trade and Industry for approval by the Minister of Trade
and Industry. The legislation was developed through numerous task teams and have taken more than 3 years to
be gazetted since the first Act December and the first Codes of Good Practice released in November which
addressed Statement and  Plus, preferential treatment to estates through BBBEE under Fair Trade brings in the
additional issue of the continuing marginalisation of smallholders. The B-BBEE Act of makes the codes
binding on all state bodies and public companies, and the government is required to apply them when making
economic decisions on: procurement, public-private partnerships, and the sale of state-owned assets or
businesses. In such cases, the codes allow for contributions in lieu of a direct sale of equity. Estates have
benefitted by gaining access to Khula Enterprise finance, an agency dedicated to developing small businesses,
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at 4 per cent below prime a wholesale finance institution working under the auspices of the South African
Department of Trade and Industry , by getting preferential access to markets and by securing the commitment
of workers by making them shareholders.


